Propagation of action potentials between parallel chains of cardiac muscle cells in PSpice simulation.
Propagation of action potentials between parallel chains of cardiac muscle cells was simulated using the PSpice program. Excitation was transmitted from cell to cell along a strand of three or four cells not connected by low-resistance tunnels (gap-junction connexons) in parallel with one or two similar strands. Thus, two models were used: a 2 x 3 model (two parallel chains of three cells each) and a 3 x 4 model (three parallel chains of four cells each). The entire surface membrane of each cell fired nearly simultaneously, and nearly all the propagation time was spent at the cell junctions, thus giving a staircase-shaped propagation profile. The junctional delay time between contiguous cells in a chain was about 0.2-0.5 ms. A significant negative cleft potential develops in the narrow junctional clefts, whose magnitude depends on several factors, including the radial cleft resistance (Rjc). The cleft potential (Vjc) depolarizes the postjunctional membrane to threshold by a patch-clamp action. Therefore, one mechanism for the transfer of excitation from one cell to the next is by the electric field (EF) that is generated in the junctional cleft when the prejunctional membrane fires. Propagation velocity increased with elevation of Rjc. With electrical stimulation of the first cell of the first strand (cell A1), propagation rapidly spread down that chain and then jumped to the second strand (B chain), followed by jumping to the third strand (C chain) when present. The rapidity by which the parallel chains became activated depended on the longitudinal resistance of the narrow extracellular cleft between the parallel strands (Rol2). The higher the Rol2 resistance, the faster the propagation (lower propagation time) over the cardiac muscle sheet (2-dimensional). The transverse resistance of the cleft had no effect. When the first cell of the second strand (cell B1) was stimulated, propagation spread down the B chain and jumped to the other two strands (A and C) nearly simultaneously. When cell C1 was stimulated, propagation traveled down the C chain and jumped to the B chain, followed by excitation of the A chain. Thus, there was transverse propagation of excitation as longitudinal propagation was occurring. Therefore, transmission of excitation by the EF mechanism can occur between myocardial cells lying closely parallel to one another without the requirement of a specialized junction.